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Abstract: The  effects  of  electric  field  of millisecond pulsed intensity on the viability of mosquito larvae
(Culex  pipiens)  were  determined.  Mosquito  larvae  groups  were  treated with electric field strength range
(200, 250, 300 and 350 V/3cm) at constant number of pulses (60) and other groups were treated with different
number of pulses (20, 40, 60 and 80) at constant electric field strength (300 V/3cm). The pulse time duration was
constant (4 ms) in all treatment cases. Results showed that the treatments of either increase in the applied
electric  field  strength  or  increase in number of pulses were statistically important. The increase in the two
cases increase the lethal concentrations at which 25%, 50% and 75% of the mosquito larvae sample was died
(P < 0.05). The effect of damage on mosquito larvae was estimated using bio assay method and comet assay.
The present study indicates that low pulsed electric field may cause genotoxicity to mosquito larvae.
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INTRODUCTION Electroporation (EP) is a technique produce transient

About 10% of the total populace (700 million short high-voltage beats, which results in an enormous
individuals) increase at least one mosquito-borne increment in the transdermal transport of particles,
illnesses  every  year,  including malaria, yellow fever, predominantly because of the dissemination through the
West  Nile  infection,  filariasis and dengue fever [1, 2]. recently made watery pathways [10]. EP has been
The epidemiological significance of the mosquito has effectively  used  to bring DNA into refined cells, organs
been known for almost 60 years [3]. Culex pipiens are in vitro  [11] and recently into brains or different tissues
seen to be transmitted of the host of pathogens, including in different species in vivo [11-16]. An increasingly
West Nile (WNV, Flaviviridae family, Flavivar), which can valuable  test  for  evaluating damage of DNA is the
affect horses and people [4, 5]. Like holometabolous single-cell  gel  (SCG).  DNA parts move out of the core
insects, C. pipiens mosquitoes have 4 primary stages due  to  electrical  current connection to cells, so
throughout  their  life  cycle  egg, larvae, pupa and adult. producing  tail   and   head  to  be  defined  as  comet
A   few    types   of   C.  pipiens   mosquitoes   lay  their assay  [17-  21].  Comet assay estimate damage of DNA
30-300 eggs in pontoons during the evening on the due  to  breaks  of  double and single strand, sites that
surface of highly organic, stale water. C. pipiens larvae labile  to  alkali,  oxidative  base damage [22-24]. Many
have 4 instars before transforming into pupae in water cells of insects used Comet assay as application, like
condition [6]. An electric field is a vector field Culex pipiens, Shistocerca gregaria, Bactrocera zonata,
encompassing an electric charge that applies compel on Stegobium   paniceum   [25-28].   The   present   work
different charges, drawing in or repulsing them [7]. aimed  to  detect  the  electric  field  effect  on DNA
Mathematically the electric field is a vector field that damage of C. pipiens larvae suggesting as a control
partners to each point in space the power, called the method of mosquitoes instead of dangerous pesticides
Coulomb drive that would be experienced per unit of and considered as a control technique environmentally
charge, by a minuscule test charge at that point [8, 9]. friend.

aqueous pathways across the cells membrane by applying
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MATERIALS AND METHODS Detection of DNA Damage Using Alkaline SCG Assay:

Culex pipiens Colonization: Tests for control mosquitos procedure was used (straight forward strand breaks and
were elevated in the research facility of mosquito at the
Entomology department Cairo University, under measured
circumstances. Hatchlings and pupae were raised in
flexible skillet (25 x 30 x 15 cm) holding 2 liters of faucet
water. Fish nourishment was given as food. Pupae were
gathered at that point in plastic mugs and exchanged to
enclosures made of wood (30 x 30 x 30 cm) for grown-up
development and grown-up were reserved in pens and
were given wipe portions absorbed 10% sucrose
arrangement [29].

Insect’s Treatment
Electroporation: Electroporation is carried out using a
pulse generator (Micropulser, Bio-Rad, U.S.A.), which
delivers exponential–decaying capacitive discharge
pulses. The time constant ( ) is over which the voltage
declines to 1/e ( 37%) of the peak value. The pulse
duration can vary from 1 ms to 4 ms. Electrodes are two
parallel stainless-steel rods with a thickness of 2 cm, a
length of 20 cm at a distance of 3 cm from each other [30].

Testing Procedures: Fourth-instar larvae accessible for
testing are arbitrary distributed to 9 groups. Each group
of treatment included 3 replicates and each replicate
included 20 larvae. Group one is used as the control
without any treatment. Four groups are treated with
different strengths (200, 250, 300, 350 V/3cm) for each at
constant number of pulses (60) and four groups were
treated with different number of pulses (20, 40, 60 and 80)
at constant strength (300 V/3cm). The pulse time duration
is constant (4 ms) in all treatment cases. The different
lethal concentrations at which 25%, 50% and 75% of the
sample died are calculated. After treatment, the larvae
were  kept  in  another  container  until mortality count.
The lethal death percentage is generally measured using
a dose correlation. The death amount was taken after an
interim of time previously standardized and the exposure
period should be constant. The mortality has to be
adjusted by Abbott’s formula [31].

Alkaline Single Cell Gel Assay (Comet Assay)
Sample Preparation for Alkaline Single Cell Gel Assay:
The entire group of five mosquitoes of fourth larval instar
were sliced to little pieces with 200 µl of PBS for each
example.

To study DNA single strand breaks, Comet assay

deficient extraction fix destinations), alkali labile locales
and cross-connecting  recognition [17]. DNA damage
were  broken  down in the entire body cells of C. pipiens
to assess the genotoxic impacts of electric field. 20 µL of
the tissue arrangement from the pool of 5 larvae.
Haemocytes that were separated were suspended in
cooled 50 µL Ringer arrangement and held in reserve on
ice. 10 µL of disengaged cells were blended with 90 µL of
1% low softening point agarose (LMPA). Electrophoresis
was done at 24 V and 270 mA, at 4°C, for 20 min. At that
point  the  slides  were  neutralized  in  0.4  M  Tris–HCl
(pH 7.4), fixed with methanol and permitted to dry
medium-term   at   room   temperature   before  staining
with ethidium bromide (2 µg/mL). Comets were examined
with   Axio     fluorescence     magnifying    instrument
(Carl Zeiss, Germany) with an excitation filter of 524 nm
and  a  boundary  filter of 605 nm. Three slides were
readied  and  every  one  of  them  comprised of a pool of
5 people.

Evaluation of DNA Damage: DNA damage was viewed
with fluorochrome stain of DNA with fluorescent
magnifying instrument and a 40 X objective (contingent
upon the measure of the cells being scored). A Komet
investigation  framework  4.0  created   by  Kinetic
Imaging,  LTD  (Liverpool, UK) connected to a CCD
camera was utilized to gauge the length of DNA relocation
(Tail  length)  (TL)  and  the  level  of  moved  (DNA  %).
To recognize populaces of cells contrasting in size atomic
width was estimated. At last, the program determined tail
minute. Every cell was scored outwardly as having a place
with both of the five explicit damage stages dependent on
the  general  force  of  the  head  and tail fluorescence
(from undamaged DNA organize 0 to maximal damaged
DNA, arrange D). Intact DNA organize 0 has no tail,
damaged DNA arrange A has a tail length equivalent to or
shorter than the length of head breadth, damaged DNA
arrange B has a tail length 1.1-3.5 occasions longer than
the head distance across, damaged cell arrange C has a
tail length more prominent than 3.5 occasions the head
measurement, damaged DNA arrange D has no "head"
since  all  DNA  moved  to  the  tail  as  indicated by
Abdel-Gawad et al. [31]. 50-100 arbitrarily chosen cells
were evaluated per test (in any event 25 cells for each
slide and 3 slides for every treatment were assessed).
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Statistical Analysis: Data are analysed using one-way the body cells of treated C. pipiens with electric field of
ANOVA followed by the Duncan’s multiple range test constant V/3cm and different pulses or constant pulse
offered by SPSS software (version 17; SPSS, Chicago, IL). and different voltage and expressed as DNA %, tail length
The differences are considered significant at P < 0.05. (TL) and tail moment (TM) (Fig. 2, 3 and 4).

RESULTS caused a substantial growth in the values of DNA %, in

The  Effect  of  Different   Power   of   Electric   Field  on rise was in values of DNA % in reaction to larvae treated
C. pipiense: The results presented in Table (1) indicate with different electric pulses (43, 69, 115) at constant
that larvae mortality was caused at different exposure
volts (200V, 250V, 300V, 350V) at constant number of
pulses (60) at constant time separation (4 ms) increase by
increasing of exposure volt. The mortality rate of larvae at
different number of pulses (20, 40, 60, 80) exposure at
constant volt (300V) at constant time duration (4 ms) was
(3.3, 21.7, 50, 51.7) (Table 2).

The  LD25,  LD50  and LD75 values of electric volts
and pulses effect on C. pipiense larvae are shown in
Table (3, 4). The results showed that mortality rate had
direct relation with electric volts and pulses, by increasing
the electric volts or pulses, the mortality increase.

DNA Damage Using Comet Assay: C. pipiens body cells
treated with electric field strength of constant V/3 cm and
different pulses or constant pulse and different volts
typical DNA damage can be shown in Figure 3. Control
body cells almost have rounded nuclei (Fig.1 (A)). In the
body cells of the treated mosquitos with electric field, a
clear tail extended from nuclei were noticed providing that
DNA strand breaks had occurred and the body cells were
broken (Fig. 1) (B, C, D & E)). Comet assay is a technique
used to measure quantitative analysis of DNA damage of

It was found that electric field strength treatment

the body cells of dissimilar phases (Fig. 2). The noticeable

strength (300V/3cm) and larvae treated with different
electric field strength (240, 320, 410 V/3cm) at constant
pulse (60). Generally using ANOVA analysis established
that increasing pulses at constant strength or increasing
strength at constant pulse significantly increasing DNA
% values except at 240 V/3cm at constant pulse value (60)
showed insignificant increment comparing to normal
larvae DNA% value.

As appeared in Fig. (3) DNA damage of the body
cells displayed by TL estimations of larvae treated with
different electric pulses (43, 69, 115 ) at constant strength
(300V/3cm)  were higher  than of normal larvae and also
TL values of larvae treated with different electric strength
(240, 320, 410 V/3cm) at constant pulse (60) were
essentially higher than of the control insects. By utilizing
ANOVA, there is no noteworthy distinction in the TL data
between larvae treated with electric strength 240 V/3cm at
constant  pulse  60  and larvae treated with electric pulse
43 at constant strength 300V/3cm. There is no noteworthy
contrast in the TL data between larvae treated with
electric strength 410 V/3cm at constant pulse 60 and
larvae treated with electric pulse 115 at constant strength
(300V/3cm).

Table 1: Effect of electric field strength on larvae mortality of Culex pipiense at different exposure volts/3cm at constant number of pulses (60)

Exposure field strength (V/3cm) Mortality % of larvae ±SD

0 (Control) 0.33± 0.33a

200 13.3±3.4ab

250 26.7±3.4b

300 46.7±5.9c

350 60±5.9c

*Significantly different (P < 0.05) mortality % of larvae values are given different letters (a–c).

Table 2: Effect of electric field strength on larvae mortality of Culex pipiense at different exposure pulses at constant volt (300V/3cm)

Exposure pulse number Mortality % of larvae ±SD

0 (Control) 0.33± 0.33a

20 3.3± 0.34a

40 21.7±1.7b

60 50 ±5.9c

80 51.7 ± 4.5c

*Significantly different (P < 0.05) mortality % of larvae values are given different letters (a–c).
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Table 3: Lethal field strength values and parameters of mortality regression line for the larvae of Culex pipiense exposed to different exposure V/3cm at constant
number of pulses (60)

Confidence limits (s)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LD25 (240) LD50 (320) LD75 (410)
---------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------

Lethal doses Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Slope± SE R
(V/3cm) 203 284 266 372.5 349.5 488.6 5.7±0.04 0.996

Table 4: Lethal pulse values and parameters of mortality regression line for the larvae of Culex pipiense exposed to different exposure pulses at constant field
strength (300 V/3cm)

Confidence limits (s)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LD25 (43) LD50 (69) LD75 (110)
---------------------------- ----------------------------- ------------------------------

Lethal doses Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Slope± SE R
Pulses 31.8 58.9 50.8 94.3 81 150.7 3.3±0.07 0.97

Fig. 1: Different cell damage stages in the comet assay in Culex pipiens (B-E), A is a control intact cells.

Fig. 2: DNA damage analysis, assessed as (DNA tail %) in the body cells of 4th larval stage of Culex pipiens under
normal and electric field strength exposure conditions. Column Control: normal larvae; columns1, 2, 3: larvae
treated with different electric pulses (43, 69, 115) respectively at constant strength (300V/3cm) and columns 4, 5,
6: larvae treated with different electric strength (240, 320, 410 V/3cm) respectively at constant pulse (60).
Note:  *Significantly  different  (P  <  0.05)  values  are  given  different  letters  (a–d). Values are expressed as
means ± S.E.

It was discovered that the electric field treatment pulse number at constant strength or increasing strength
caused a noteworthy increment in the estimations of TM at constant pulse, TM values were significantly increased
in the body cells of larval C. pipiens than in control using (Fig. 4). Generally, TM data increase with low significance
T-test investigation. By utilizing ANOVA, by increasing at lower used values of pulses at strengths.
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Fig. 3: DNA damage analysis, assessed as Comet Tail Length (TL) in the body cells of 4th larval stage of Culex pipiens
under normal and electric field exposure conditions. Column Control: normal larvae; columns 1, 2, 3: larvae treated
with different electric pulses (43, 69, 11 ) respectively at constant strength (300V/3cm) and columns 4, 5, 6: larvae
treated with different electric strength (240, 320, 410 V/3cm) respectively at constant pulse (60).
Note:  *Significantly  different  (P  <  0.05)  values  are  given  different  letters (a–d). Values are expressed as
means ± S.E.

Fig. 4: DNA damage analysis, assessed as Comet Tail Moment (TM) in the body cells of 4  larval stage of Culex pipiensth

under normal and electric field exposure conditions. Column Control: normal larvae; columns 1, 2, 3: larvae treated
with different electric pulses (43, 69, 115) respectively at constant strength (300V) and columns 4, 5, 6: larvae
treated with different electric strengths (240, 320, 410 V/3cm) respectively at constant pulse (60).
Note: The same letters (a, b, c and d) means there is no significant between them. 
Note:  *Significantly  different  (P  <  0.05)  values  are  given  different  letters (a–d). Values are expressed as
means ± S.E.

DISCUSSION technique for controlling mosquito populations especially

The risk of the mosquito is not just biting; it lies in have been suggested [32, 33]. Very few studies
the diseases (ex. malaria) they cause in humans and considered the biological effects of pulsed electric fields
animals. Therefore there is a need for an efficient on insects [34, 35]. In this study, mosquito larvae in water

environmentally  ones.  Some  non-toxic technologies
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were exposed to pulsed electric field. Results showed that the experiment [40, 41]. That means, pulsed electric field or
the viability of mosquitoes larvae and their internal EP can make change in larvae genes which affect
structure somewhat depend on the strength of the applied mosquitoes abilities in future. It may affect their ability to
voltage and the number of pulses of the electric fields. fly or their role as vector diseases. Also EP can influence
The results showed that when mosquitoes larvae exposed cellular salt concentration [40, 42] through variation in the
to the low strengths (200, 250, 300 and 350V/3cm) at passage of cellular membrane channels [43]. It may be due
constant number of pulses (60) and those exposed to to pulsed electric fields induce creation of pores in the cell
different number of pulses (20, 40, 60, 80) at constant membrane which modify cell functions. Pulsed form
strength (300V/3cm) at constant pulse time duration (4ms) electric  field  with pulse time duration of 4 ms affect
can potentially increase the mortality rate (Table 1 and 2) fourth-instar mosquitoes larvae. The increase in both
of the larvae where the effects are directly proportional applied strength through the range (200, 250, 300 and
with both the voltage and the number of pulses. The body 350V/3cm) at constant number of pulses (60) and also the
cells of C. pipiens treated with electric field of constant increase in the number of pulses (20, 40, 60, 80) at
strength and different pulses or constant pulses and constant strength (300V/3cm) can increase the mortality
different strengths typical DNA damage can be shown in percentage.
Fig. 1.  Control body cells almost have rounded nuclei
(Fig. 1 (A)). In the body cells of the treated mosquitos CONCLUSION
with electric field, a clear tail like extension from nuclei
were noticed providing that DNA strand breaks had In the present study, it has been shown that pulsed
occurred and the body cells of the insect were damaged electric field can influence larvae DNA. It produces
(Fig. 1 (B, C, D & E)). Comet assay is used to analyze permanent DNA strand breaks leading to change in
DNA  damage  and can be expressed as DNA %, tail mature mosquitoes' abilities. It is clear that additional
length (TL) and tail moment (TM) (Fig. 2, 3 and 4). The experiments are required particularly to more study
percentage of DNA in the tail region (DNA %) was molecular mechanism change effect of electrical pulse on
considered to be the most presentable parameter of DNA mosquito.
damage [31]. Using comet assay reflect not only DNA
damage, it may due to DNA cross-linking lesions in cell Declaration of Interest: The study is a measure of the
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